ENGLISH PROFICIENCY WITH
CUSTOMISED DIGITAL LEARNING

Engramo creates software
that fuels learner
transformation and enables
students to seize
opportunities through
improved English
communication skills.

Learning Challenge
The ability to use English is a competitive advantage. The progress of each student’s experience
can vary, as not everyone learns at the same pace, and individuals have different areas of
knowledge that they need to focus on as their language skills develop.
The English language is constantly evolving at a rate which publishers cannot keep up with,
meaning that your English conversation, comprehension and written skills may not be as current
as you need them to be.

Key Benefits
Adaptive learning
Blended learning
Industry vocabulary segmentation
Detailed in-app grammar reference
guide for on the go learners
Physical grammar reference guide
for kinaesthetic learners
Targeted long term knowledge
retention
Balanced content across a broad
range of topics
Uses real life sentences
Increased conﬁdence of knowledge
(I know what I know)
Effective learning materials created
from corpora

Solution Overview
Engramo English is a new application that offers a personalised approach to learning English.
Engramo’s unique, highly effective, online learning platform is designed to enhance our
students’ communication and ﬂuency. Our bespoke adaptive learning algorithms tailor the
content to each individual’s language needs, therefore providing a custom made course for every
learner. The student can be conﬁdent that they are learning what they need, when they need it.
From the start of the course, our adaptive learning system is working in the background, focusing
on where each student has gaps in their knowledge that need improving and generates course
content based on this data.
Engramo English focuses the student on the key comprehension skills needed for the modern
business world. Bespoke course materials have been created by English language professors,
and are constantly revised to ensure that the content is up to date and accurate for the modern
use of the language.

Learn more at engramo.com

Key Features
Web and Mobile App

Gamiﬁcation

Learn anywhere; at home, in the
ofﬁce, on public transport

Increases student engagement,
makes learning fun and
interactive, improves knowledge
absorption and retention

Management Console
View your students’ and/or
employees’ progress
Linguistic Services
Students can connect to English
Language tutors via chat or video
conferencing for learning support
Statistics
Provides an overview of students
learning progress

SCORM Compatible LMS
Integrations
Integrate with your internal
Learning Management System
Technical Support
Engramo provides support for
LMS integration and technical
issues surrounding the
application

Use Cases
Engramo English is designed for use by individuals, schools, and public and private sector
professionals. The course can be taken with the blended learning option, to include teacher
interaction, or individual students can sign up and get going with Engramo on their own.

Engramo English includes the proprietary
Engramo grammar book, which contains
additional examples and expanded
explanations of grammar concepts.

Our software is provided as a SaaS offering so you can be up and running immediately.

Why your students should learn English
To increase their research capabilities.
English is the most common language used on the internet.
To open opportunities to study abroad.
Thousands of schools and universities around the world teach in English.
To communicate with more people globally.
English is the most commonly spoken language in the world.
To open job opportunities.
English is the language of business, especially in science, IT, diplomacy and tourism.
Enjoy more culture.
English is the most common language for movies, music, art and more.
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